
Flat panels restrict your viewing
Unlike flat panels, Epson projectors have no blind spots or 
restricted viewing angles, making it easier to see content 
even from the sides of a room. They’re also free from glare, 
reflections and fingerprints.

Flat panels aren’t easy on the eye 
Flat panels can appear pixelated when you view them 
close-up for long periods, causing tired eyes. Epson 
projectors are less pixelated and some feature automatic 
light adjustment1, making for a comfortable experience.

The choice is clear
When choosing the right display solution for your 
business, you’ll soon discover Epson projectors  
hold many advantages over flat panels. So many,  
in fact, that there’s really only one clear winner.

Flat panels offer one fixed size
With Epson projectors, you have the flexibility to scale a 
display up to 500", in multiple aspects ratios. You can  
also connect multiple projectors to create one large 
seamless display. 

Flat panels aren’t environmentally 
responsible
Unlike flat panels, Epson business projectors are TCO Certified2, 
meeting the world’s most comprehensive sustainability 
certification for IT products. To achieve that, we set the 
highest standards in our supply chains and factories, and offer 
environmentally responsible take-back and recycling schemes.



Flat panels cost more to install
Flat panels are heavy, require strong walls and a lot more 
physical exertion to install. Connecting Epson projectors to 
your business couldn’t be easier. Simple to install, they’re 
also fully compatible with most industry-standard image 
software and collaboration tools.

Enterprise security with peace  
of mind
Thanks to Epson enterprise security, our projectors operate 
in a network that can’t be accessed wirelessly without a 
password. Also, any saved data and annotations made  
on our interactive displays can be encrypted and  
password protected.

Ready to take a closer look at the  
clear choice for business displays?

Discover more about Epson display solutions

www.epson.co.za/display-size-matters
1 Selected models only 
2  Epson achieved certification by TCO Certified for its family of projectors. TCO is the world’s 

most comprehensive sustainability certification for IT products, which must meet life cycle 
criteria for social and environmental sustainability. Applies to select products.

Flat panels aren’t portable
With most of our projectors, you aren’t restricted to one 
room, one venue, one setting. They’re lightweight, portable 
and easy to set up.

Flat panels don’t suit  
every audience
Thanks to scalability and flexibility, Epson projectors suit 
rooms and audiences of every size. Their ability to deliver 
large-scale, data-heavy content makes it more comfortable 
and engaging for the audience to view.


